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Freedom or Security: an editorials face off 
C I J h / G t W ·r Privacy. Privacy is a difficult topic in a vast o e o nson ues n er 

and ever-growing digital world. In 2015 most 
people have smartphones and social media accounts. he average american 
spends over two hours on social media every single day! Whether you post 
every event of your day on social media, m: just routinely check your ac
counts, you probably keep up on all of your friends and family. With new 
advances in technology and smartphones ifs easier than ever to get the latest 
scoop in everyone's life. 

But not everyone c~n see your post, right? Almost all of these social media 
outlets and srnartphones have "privacy settings:' They're a way of ensuring 
that only your approved friends list can see all of your personal posts. What 
.about your messages? Or those embarra,ssing photos you would never post? 
Private videos? What of this is truly private in an online world filled with 
hackers, criminals and other ·people looking for victims. What about terrorists 
and other criminals exploiting these privacy settings to send secret messages? 

Should we limit privacy settings and laws to help prevent terror? I have no 
problem with the government or any law enforcement agency having access 
to my smart phone. I'm not a criminal, and I have nothing to hide. The gov
ernment is only interested in the greater good of America. Some people may 
argue that private things and bad things are very different. The government 
isn't trying to get juicy gossip on everyone. They are looking fo_r criminals. 

At what point does the government cross the line from looking for terror
ists to monitoring everyday people? There's a fine line between searching on
line and through a suspicious person's phone to find terrorists and just snoop
ing around. I think any suspect of terror or any crime should be required to 
turn over their phones for a search for evidence. 

Are smartphone creators responsible for adding features to niake it easier. 
for these searches? I say yes if a major company encrypts its users' data, then 
they are encouraging criminal use. These companies can't make these phones 
100 percent private and then not expect terrorists to use these secure phones 
as communication. 

Why then to send and receiye illegal messages does someone need to 
encrypt their texts. Ifs insane to help these criminals send private messages. I 
believe if these companies think it's okay to encrypt all of this data then they 
must be blind to the real and true threat that terrorists pose~ 1 believe many 
Americans are blind to these threats. They want their phones to be private, 
but they forget about the people who will abuse this privacy. 

Terrorism is a bigger threat to America then most people realize. Some 
people simply shrug it off and say, "That's their problem, not ours:' Does there 
have to be another major attack on america before people realize that this is a 
real problem. Terrorism is a real threat, and if we don't give up a little privacy 
it will only become a greater threat. 

Ell Sf . b / G w . All over the world many have experienced a e1n erg uest nter 
hundreds of terrorist attacks in 2015. In the 

United States, extreme measures are being taken in attempt to prevent these 
tragedies, but where do we finally decide enough is enough? Where do we 
draw the line? Terrorism is one of the most challenging threats we deal with 
when it comes to constitutional rights and protecting the country. Around 
9/11, terrorist activity spiked drastically, and since then we've been debating 
which comes first; prioritizing safety by preventing terrorism or protecting 
the lawful privacy of U.S. citizens .. 
The word terrorism is defined as being the use of violence and intimidation 
in the pursuit of political aims. It is important to understand these attacks 
do not come from individuals of a certain race, religion, age or specific 
group. Terrorism can be as simple as a horiiemade bomb threat or as com
plicated as a coordinated cyber attack. 
The government only wants to protect the country, but at what cost? Gov
ernment intimidation of the press is a huge issue when it comes to con
stitutional rights. Multiple cases have come up where reporters have been 
pressured to reveal anonymous sources, withhold certain stories and even 
"tweak" stories a little bit. Many believe the National Security Administra
tion, or NSA, is spying on metadata programs across phone and internet 
communications, which is quintessentially unlawful. Even the NSA is -inca- · 
pable and unwilling to deny whether or not its activities are unconstitution
al. The Supreme Court unanimously held that the government is violating 
the Fourth Amendment by monit()ring and viewing the GPS function of a 
car to track its movements and whereabouts without a warrant. 
There should be clearer laws that limit the government from violating the 
privacy and civil rights of U.S. citizens. For example, the government should 
not be able to track individuals on their GPS systems or their mobile devices 
without a legitimate warrant. They also ~hould not be able to access cell 
phone records, credit card purchases, and personal information without the 
knowledge of the individual. 
By accessing the information and data above, the government violates the 
First Amendment, which declares our rights to freedom of expression, 
speech and information and the Fourth Amendment, which legally protects 
us from unlawful search and seizure. They infringe on the Fourth Amend
ment especially and contradict it at every turn. It violates the Constitution 
by giving federal authorities rampant, unfounded grounds and power to 
obtain and analyze private information of U.S. citizens:' 
The U.S. government checks private records within financial institutions, 
which are supposed to be personal documents and should be protected. 
They can also look into personal records such as medical, phone, internet, 
student or library records. 
In conclusion, the government regularly violates the Constitution and is 
gaining an uncontrollable, unfair power. This power threatens democracy 
and limits our freedoms. . 


